In this paper, we report on an experiment conducted to test the effects of different hand representations on near space pointing performance and user preference. Subjects were presented with varying levels of hand realism, including real hand video, a high and a low level 3D hand model and an ordinary 3D pointer arrow. Behavioural data revealed that an abstract hand substitute like a 3D pointer arrow leads to significantly larger position estimation errors in terms of lateral target overshooting when touching virtual surfaces with only visual hand movement constraints. Further, questionnaire results show that a higher fidelity hand is preferred over lower fidelity representations for different aspects of the task. But we cannot conclude that realtime video feedback of the own hand is better rated than a high level static 3D hand model. Overall, these results, which largely confirm previous research, suggest that, although a higher fidelity feedback of the hand is desirable from an user acceptance point of view, motor performance seems not to be affected by varying degrees of limb realism -as long as a hand-like shape is provided.
INTRODUCTION
Object selection is a frequent task in human-computer interaction. In particular, when interacting with 3D user interfaces, vision of the own hand or its representation plays a decisive key role in the context of an intuitive direct control. The "feeling of ownership of a limb" [1, 2] helps to understand perceived actions as selfgenerated, since they typically match sensory feedback patterns predicted by the internal model of action [3] . The hand representation may appear faithful / reliable, if it exhibits biologically plausible motions [4, 5] and a natural / familiar look [6, 7] . A higher fidelity visual hand feedback has further been shown to lead to a stronger visuo-proprioceptive integration [8] and to reveal shorter reaction and movement times compared to a lower fidelity hand feedback [9] . In a recent study, the effectiveness of the rubber hand illusion [10] , when invoked in Virtual Reality (VR), depended also on visual limb faithfulness [11] . Another important prerequisite for a perceptually convincing interaction within hand's reach is co-location. This notion refers to the spatial visual and proprioceptive alignment of an interacting limb. A qualitatively and quantitatively beneficial direct control [12, 13] is conveyed as well as a stronger sense of presence [14] . The resulting self attribution [10] supports the natural continuous observation and correction loop responsible for compensating for pointing errors and / or target modifications [15] , also in VR settings [16] .
We have set up an experiment on top of a system similar to the one used in [17] . It is essentially based on a tracked (i.e., head and hand optically tracked at 6 degrees of freedom) Augmented Virtuality (AV) environment using a video see-through (VST, 640 x 480 video resolution) head-mounted display (HMD, 800 x 600 display resolution). This configuration permits to control the 3D location of the live stereo video feedback of the hand embedded into an otherwise virtual scene by displacing the carrier objects textured with the captured image data. In our study, we will focus on subjective user preference and objective behavioural effects of different levels of hand representations during pointing-like near space interaction / selection.
HYPOTHESES
It has been stated in different studies that subjects often preferred hand representations at higher visual fidelity levels. This is an important fact from an user-centred design / interaction ergonomics viewpoint. But the degree of realism has rarely been assessed, in particular regarding the context of this paper.
Hypothesis 1 focusses on the objective influence of the level of hand representations on behaviour in a goal-directed pointing task. With respect to related studies, we expect that the higher the fidelity of the hand feedback the more robust is limb attribution / perceptual reliance (i.e., perceptual link to the corresponding limb). Motor performance should thus improve compared lower fidelity representations. More precisely, first, better final pointing stability is assumed, if the realism level of the hand feedback increases (i.e., towards the own hand). Stability is considered an accuracy measure indicating the stimuli integration performance of the sensorimotor system. Second, we think that an intuitive feeling of control can further be reflected by the extent of virtual object penetration with the real hand while the visual hand rests on the object's surface. That is, higher feedback fidelity may lead to less target overshooting until the detection of the touching event.
Hypothesis 2 addresses effects on the subjective experience during virtual object touching within hand's reach. In agreement with previous research on VR limb realism and sense of presence, we expect that a high level representation such as stereo video feedback of the own hand will be preferred over other classical hand representations or avatars (i.e., detailed 3D hand model, simplified 3D hand model and ordinary 3D pointer arrow, see Fig. 1 ). This advantage should hold for different aspects of a virtual surface touching scenario, including hand visualisation quality, final pointing accuracy, hand movement naturalness and overall comfort. User acceptance may decrease with lower hand realism levels.
Reaching duration and hand trajectory length will be observed as well between the moments where the hand enters the field of view and actually reaches the target. These measures may be indicators for action optimisation and economics. However, the effective hand viewing space of the VST HMD used in the experiment is rather small (i.e., about 43 degrees horiz. and 27 degrees vert.). Considering the relatively short visible hand transport phase from the rest position to the targets, effects may be marginal, but yet insightful.
SUBJECTS
Sixteen adult volunteers (i.e., 20 -40 years old, 7 female, 9 male) participated in the study. None of them reported serious vision problems (i.e., either normal or corrected to normal vision). A few subjects had some prior non-expert knowledge on Augmented Reality (AR), AV, VR and / or human perception. All were naive about the study's purpose and had never used the experimental setup.
METHODS
In this section, we will present the experiment's factorial design, the pointing task to be performed, the administered questionnaire, as well as all relevant details on the data acquisition and analysis.
Factorial design
The experiment followed a 4 x 2 factorial design of which factor one specifies the number of hand representations (see Fig. 1 ) and factor two the number of pointing target locations on a cube surface (see Fig. 2 ).
All 3D hand models, including the arrow, had a common visual appearance in terms of size and a uniform skin-like shading. Additionally, they were displayed at six degrees of freedom according to the real hand tracking. The given video-tovirtual-world lag of about 50 ms was simulated for the purely virtual scenes.
To prevent fast hand movement adaptation, we decided to use more than one target location. Two sufficiently separated targets (i.e., top near and bottom far, 3 cm edge length, see Fig. 2 , right) were expected to meet this requirement. However, advanced behavioural analyses may also be possible when varying the target characteristics in this manner.
In sum, there were eight conditions which had to be randomly distributed and equally weighted over the duration of the experiment to avoid any effect carry over. An 8 x 8 random latin square was generated to assure balanced trial sets. Each participant had to perform 16 repetition per condition making up 128 trials in total.
Pointing task
To be able to present the cube and thus the pointing targets at a similar relative height, the subject's shoulder was considered as the reference. The VST HMD was adjusted to the eye distance by shifting the eyepieces accordingly. A clear view of both display images had to be confirmed before continuing. Further, the rest position between trials (see Fig. 3 , left) and the grasping pose for pointing and holding the hand tracking device (see Fig. 3 , right) were explained. The sensitive point for interaction was calibrated to the top of the index finger.
Regarding the actual pointing task, subjects were asked to line up on a defined position looking towards the blue-covered walls of the room. They were instructed to use the right index finger in order to touch the centre of the red square that would appear on the right side of the cube (see Fig. 4 ).
At the moment the target appears, a simultaneous acoustic trigger notification was played back (i.e., first beep). Subjects were told to have four seconds to do the pointing and to perform a precise rather than a rapid movement. Once they thought they had touched the target's centre, subjects had to return to the rest position. No other contact cues were presented. An acoustic trial end notification (i.e., second beep) would be heard at the same time the target disappears. This procedure recurred 128 times per subject, with a relaxation break of 5 minutes at the first half.
The hand feedback was visually constrained to the object surface using the rubber band method (RB) [18] both during contacts and on continued entering. This method minimises the visual offset between the real and the visual hand position. On release from the surface, that is, if the subject moves his hand away from the cube, we applied the incremental motion method (IM) [18] which maximises motion coherence and thus conveys a natural feeling of control (see also Fig. 5 ). The system underneath has been adopted from [17] .
Questionnaire
A sequential questionnaire (see below) was given to the participants immediately after the pointing task was done. It contained consecutive open questions as well as a subjective hand representation evaluation section. It was not allowed to return to previously completed pages. Subjects were free to give written comments to any question. Discussions were only accepted in cases of comprehension problems.
Part one of the questionnaire focused on the differences perceived between trials over the whole experiment. If differing conditions were remembered, their total number, the globally preferred, supporting or even interfering ones had to be indicated and the sensation be explained. The next set of questions asked more precisely for the recognised hand representations, including their number and the subjective preference. A sketchy drawing of each recalled hand type was requested.
The second part mainly consisted of a multi-level hand representation evaluation. Subjects were shown images of the four hand representations used during the experiment. They had to assess the visualisation quality, the final pointing accuracy on the target, the naturalness of the hand movement or transport towards the red squares and the overall comfort while performing the tasks. Each aspect had to be evaluated on a 5-point scale (i.e., 1: Best to 5: Worst), as a function of the visual hand representation. A justification was required for the overall comfort assessment. General remarks could be given in the end of the questionnaire.
The items of the second part in detail: 
Data acquisition and analysis
For the behavioural analysis, we used head and hand tracking information recorded at approximately 60 Hz. A first processing of this raw data yielded specific action events (i.e., entering the field of view, approaching the cube surface, stabilising the finger on the target and releasing the visual hand from the cube surface). The resulting dependent variables used for statistics were:
1. Coarse hand oscillation around the target (i.e., repeated visual contacts before returning to the rest position). 2. Target entering depth (i.e., maximum penetration perpendicular to the red square before returning to the rest position). 3. Hand movement duration (i.e., time between entering the field of view with the visual hand and stabilising it on the final target). 4. Hand trajectory length (i.e., path length between entering the field of view with the visual hand and stabilising it on the final target).
From the questionnaire, the hand representation assessment part was considered for the analysis. Other responses and comments served only as source for a clearer interpretation of the other results.
Behavioural and subjective evaluation data was analysed using descriptive statistics (i.e., mean and standard deviation, SD), followed by a repeated measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and, if adequate, correlation and / or post-hoc tests (e.g., Pearson's product moment correlation and / or pairwise comparison or Fisher's Least Significant Difference, LSD, resp.). 
RESULTS
Because of continual reaching errors in 4 subjects, they were excluded from the analysis. Apart from that, a few trials had to be removed, mostly for technical reasons (e.g., corrupted tracking data, malfunctions of the system or the simulation).
Coarse hand oscillation around the target
When a subject touched a target for the first time, a counter was launched. All subsequent touching repetitions led to counter increments as long as the current trial's data acquisition ran. It is hence a measure for final pointing stability and so for terminal hand movement guidance quality.
There was no effect of the hand representation on the coarse pointing accuracy found (F(3, 33) = 0.8; p > 0.5). The target location effect was also not significant (F(1, 11) = 3.47; p > 0.09), although touching stability appeared to be more than 7 times higher on the far target (i.e., SDfar = 0.009 vs. SDnear = 0.065).
Target entering depth
This variable reflects the maximum target penetration before subjects decided to move their hand back to the rest position. Thus, the target entering depth tells us something about the lateral hand position estimation error or touching overshooting. The visual hand was always constrained to the cube's surface.
Analysis yielded a significant effect for both the hand feedback (F(3, 33) = 2.89; p < 0.05) and the target location (F(1, 11) = 15.73; p < 0.003). Regarding the hand representation, a post-hoc LSD test (i.e., pairwise comparison) revealed a significantly smaller target entering depth of the real hand video (p < 0.021) and of the simplified 3D hand model (p < 0.015) each compared to the ordinary 3D pointer arrow (see Fig. 6 ). The detailed 3D hand model was situated at an intermediate level without any statistically relevant performance variation. Correlation effects were not found, neither for the target factor in general (r² = 0.005; t = 0.72; p > 0.4) nor for any specific target (r²near = 0.008; t = 0.59; p > 0.5 and r²far = 0.004; t = 0.44; p > 0.6).
Independent of the hand representation, participants had a better control over their limb when pointing at the far target.
Hand movement duration
Considering action economics, the hand movement duration describes the time a subject has spent between the following two key events:
1. Hand entering the field of view (i.e., hand tracking position intersected with at least one of the two virtual viewing frustums). 2. Stabilising the visual hand on the target square (i.e., last target contact of the displayed hand, incl. hand shifts, before trial end).
An ANOVA indicated that the hand movement duration was not influenced by the hand feedback (F(3, 33) = 1.25; p > 0.3) . But there was a target location effect (F(1, 11) = 10.63; p < 0.008). That is, pointing towards the close target was significantly faster performed.
Hand trajectory length
The events delimiting the hand trajectory length and hence the second economics measure were the same as for the hand movement duration (see above). No effect on the hand trajectory length was found, neither caused by the hand representation (F(3, 33) = 0.42; p > 0.7) nor the target location (F(1, 11) = 3.5; p > 0.09). The latter factor shows only a slight tendency.
Questionnaire results
The analysis of the subjective hand representation evaluation scores was concentrated on visualisation quality, final pointing accuracy, hand movement naturalness and overall comfort.
Subjects had to rank each of these aspects as a function of the hand representation from 1 to 5 (i.e., best to worst, resp.). One participant did not complete the entire evaluation because of strong uncertainties in some cases. His data was excluded from the global analysis and all subquestions concerned. In total, the hand feedback affected the subjective responses significantly (F(3, 30) = 42.01; p < 0.0001). The Pearson's product moment correlation test showed also a highly significant positive correlation (r² = 0.45; t = 12.19; p < 0.0001). This indicates that ranks improved with the realism level of the hand representation (see Table 1 ). A question effect was not found (F(3, 30) = 0.62, p > 0.6).
A post-hoc Newman-Keuls test yielded significantly better total results for the real hand video and the detailed 3D hand model compared to the other two hand representations (i.e., for both: p < 0.0002). Moreover, the ordinary 3D pointer arrow was rated significantly worse than the simplified 3D hand model (p < 0.0003). Even if seeing the real hand was generally preferred, no difference was found between the real hand video and the detailed 3D hand model (p > 0.6).
After having this global acceptance image obtained, we all analysed all subquestions separately. Results are as follows (i.e., main effect and correlation, see also Pairwise comparisons (i.e., Fisher's LSD) within each subquestion revealed similar constellations as they were found for the global view (i.e., in most cases: p < 0.001 or smaller). The only exception was the final pointing accuracy. Here, the simplified 3D hand model was, from a statistical point of view, not evaluated differently from all others. 
DISCUSSION
The goal of the experiment was to test both the behavioural consequences and user preference hypotheses stated in Section 2.
Hypothesis 1 addressed objective behavioural effect of using different levels of hand representations in a virtual object touching task. The visual hand feedback was spatially constrained to the object's surface. Overall, it seems that the visual limb fidelity has only little influence on motor behaviour under the given conditions. At least, we were unable to show differences for all the variables we have observed. The 3D pointing stability within a 3 x 3 cm target was not affected. Lateral target overshooting was found to be the largest for the most abstract hand feedback (i.e., ordinary 3D pointer arrow). This was expected and it confirms previous findings in a way. But, interestingly, several subjects thought to be "more precise" with the arrow because of its sharp end. Global hand movement kinematics did not seem to be affected by the hand representation (see below). So, one possible source for the increased target entering estimation error could have been the non-hand-like shape which prevented a more efficient limb attribution (i.e., a "natural" visuo-motor control). Regarding the Bayesian model of multisensory perception proposed by [19] , visual-haptic coupling might have been stronger implying that it was more difficult for the brain to align diverging sensory signals (i.e., here: Visual and proprioceptive hand location). That is, larger hand shifts are more likely which in turn can decrease motor performance referred to co-location. The ordinary 3D pointer arrow may thus be considered as the least intuitive. A performance benefit of the real hand video compared to the other 3D hand models of varying visual fidelity could not be shown. There was also no hand representation correlation effect found. We cannot exclude that we did not find effects due to insufficient statistical power. However, it might also be possible that, within the context of the described pointing scenario, an increasingly realistic hand feedback does not improve hand movement precision and stability. A reformulation of the initial hypothesis is hence necessary. The therein mentioned control deficits seem to hold only for very abstract virtual hand substitutes like an arrow.
We argued that the hand representations may neither affect hand movement duration nor hand trajectory length of the visible hand motion towards the targets. It could have been the case that we did not see effects, because first, the main task consisted of touching a visual target with a certain accuracy. Subjects had therefore to focus their attention on the target and peripheral visual guidance of the hand, and so its look, did not play a major role. Or second, the limited fields of view of the VST HMD (i.e., cameras and displays) did not allow viewing the hand earlier during transport. A detailed hand representation might prove beneficial, if the user really focusses on it, for instance, when performing more complex direct virtual object manipulations (e.g., extending [6] ). However, if display lags are an issue, one could use a gaze-based level of limb realism to avoid real hand embedding or much more expensive reconstruction techniques as long as the attentional focus is somewhere else.
Concerning target effects, the target entering depth as well as the hand movement duration were statistically dependent on the target location. The coarse hand oscillation and the hand movement trajectory length showed only tendencies. It appears nonetheless to be valid to speak of two widely separated targets that had been introduced to limit adaptive behaviour. The far target revealed better overall stability results. The stereoscopic quality of the hand feedback could have been worse while reaching towards the close target.
In Hypothesis 2, a subjective preference of seeing the own hand over other classical hand representations was expected for several aspects of a near space goal-directed pointing movement (i.e., touching a virtual surface). A lower realism level should lead to a decline in acceptance. Qualitative results show significant preference and correlation effects which largely confirm observations made in previous studies. The more realistic the hand appears, the better users feel when acting in a VE. Although no differences were found between the real hand video and the detailed 3D hand model conditions, participants mostly preferred to see the own hand: "Seems to be very intuitive", "preferred the real hand", "was easy to move towards the red square", "felt to hit the target more quickly with my hand", "can better estimate the hand position, more comfortable", "my hand was the most natural", "because it was my hand", "a better surface understanding and space perception", "comforting to know that I can see my own hand". However, contrary opinions were sometimes expressed as well, for instance: "Preferred the arrow for accuracy reasons", "the arrow for its precision", "the virtual hand, since it 'fits' with the virtual cube", "the 3D hand looked clean (...) did not like the pixelisation of the video hand", "the virtual hand, because it looked '3Dish'". Beside technical fidelity, it was mostly the precision which was criticised. The accuracy subquestion was actually the only one which showed slightly less distinct hand representation and correlation effects. In summary, the detailed 3D hand model was very often able to compete with the provided real hand video feedback. Reasons for that could have been of technical nature, mainly due to capturing and mixing limitations. Further, the task did not require complex hand or finger movements (e.g., grasping), so that the benefits of a real time hand motion feedback were not fully exploited. In fact, a static gesture was sufficient (but not required!). The initial hypothesis should hence be modified: In the studied case, for a typical pointing-like virtual object touching situation within hand's reach, a high realism level is desirable, but real hand video appears not to be essential. However, seeing the own hand, so far as video, seems nevertheless to convey the subjectively most intuitive form of interaction.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have conducted an experiment to test the hand representation effect on various aspects of a pointing-like near space interaction. Two hypotheses have been stated predicting first, an improved hand movement stability and precision the more realistic the hand appears and second, a better user acceptance. The experimental procedure comprised a goal-directed 3D pointing task and an evaluation questionnaire. Four realism levels of the hand (i.e., from real hand video to an ordinary pointer arrow) were presented while the pointing targets appeared at two spatially varying locations. In the behavioural data analysis, the subjective touching event detection was found to be the worst in terms of lateral target overshooting for the most abstract hand representation used in the experiment (i.e., 3D pointer arrow). Limb attribution might have been the weakest here preventing the involvement of "natural" visuo-motor control processes. Among the other more hand-like shaped representations, we could not demonstrate differences in the observed behavioural variables. Questionnaire results show that a higher visual fidelity of the interacting limb is preferred. Subjects further clearly indicated the intuitive character of seeing the own hand. However, an overall ranking did not reveal a statically significant benefit of the real hand video compared to the detailed 3D hand model. This seems to suggest that, although a high realism level of the limb visualisation improves the subjective feeling of control and comfort as already stated by other researchers, there is no evidence that providing real hand feedback has an impact on motor performance during pointing-like interaction with a quasistatic hand. When designing AR, AV or VR systems, sometimes challenging real limb embedding techniques should thus be counterbalanced with the actual interaction goals -for instance, when object / target selection is the predominant task.
Future work may include the study of the kinematics profiles, adaptation effects and behaviour when being exposed to dynamic visuo-proprioceptive conflicts. We also would like to investigate whether more complex manipulation tasks produce similar results.
